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"The Belgians advanced detachments, which progressed as far as
Lombaertzydl towards Yser between
Sfcint Geor-jCapelle and Tervatet?,
could only advance wjth great difficulty owing to poor roads and the inuu- dated country. They also were haras
"
sed constantly by the infantry and
machine gun fire of the enemy.
"The enemy still occupies Saint
George Chappie and the farms located
on the left bank of the Yser in the DEMOCRATS
ANNOUNCE
THEY BUILDINGS INTENDED FOR UNITOF 54 PRECINCTS
neighborhood. Scboorbakke and Ter- BE CONTENT
WITH
ED STATES TROOPS ARE
WILL
IN THE COUNTY GIVE HIM
vate, Stuyvekenskerka were reoccu
BURNED DOWN
SCANT MAJORITIES
A LONG LEAD
pied by marines.
There was nothing in the reports
"To the south of, Dixmude the Ger- from west Flanders during the fore- ruans made an attack last
night in the SULLIVAN LOSES THE FIGHT THE
ARKANSAS
SITUATION STATE IS HIS BY OYER 4,1
noon to indicate the trend of the new .direction of the Bixschoote
bridge.
German attack, although Ypres conThey failed in the attempt and were
tinued to figure as the military key forced to evacuate the
ELECT-EUNMARSHALS ARE
FEDERAL
REPORTS ALSO INDICATE THAT
village of SHERMAN, REPUBLICAN, Is
OVER HIM IN STATE OF
ABLE TO KEEP THE STRIK-ERALL THREE AMENDMENTS
against which the Germans proposed Billizsehoote; All positions have been
OF
R
to deliver their hardest blows.
IN CHECK
ILLINOIS
WERE CARRIED
held, and at certain, points the allies
Opinion here. is divided as to wheth- have
progressed, notably towards
er this fresh attempt to open a way
and Wytschaete.
to the channel will rival in intensity
IN
ARE
GIVEN
BLAME LEGISLATURE IS REPUBLICAN
IS
DOUBT BOYS
"In the region of Armentierres and COLORADO
the struggle along the Yser. Some to the south of the
situation
the
Lys
British optimists hold that the appar remains the ame a;t heretofore."
IT LOOKS LIKE WORKS HAS DE- THEY
ARE SAID TO HAVE SET THE G. O. P. WILL HAVE A TWO.
ent exhaustion of the Germans is an
BY
A
FEATED
THOMAS
WHILE
THIRDS MAJORITY IN THE
FIRE
TO HOUSES
indication that they are really planNo Report of, Battle
LOWER HOUSE
SMALL MARGIN
PLAYING WITH MATCHES
ning to fall back, as they did before
5.
No
furthNov.
Chile,
Santiago,
on
the entrenchments thtyhave
Paris,
In 52 out of 54 precincts in Sen
New York, Nov. 5, With four con
Fort Smith, Ark., Nov. 5. Reports
Counter-Attac- k
been carefully preparing everywhere er news has been received concerning
districts uncertain, results vere received at the United States Miguel county Benigno C6 Hernanjejj
gressional
of
off
coast
the
the
naval
engagement
back of their lines. If this occurs it
of Tuesday's election show that the marshal's office shortly before noon has a plurality of 1,516 over his dtn-ocrat- ic
will mean another period of siege Chile last Sunday, in' which German
democrats elected to the house 228 ; today that miners or their sympathizopponent for New Mexico'3
No
and
British
warshijs, participated.
warfare along the entire front in Bel194; progressives, 7; so ers burned a number of houses at seat in congress, Harvey B. Fergus-sorepublicans,
as
as
British
has
far
arrived,
warship
a
which
condition
gium and France,
Few votes were cast for the
Prairie Creek early today. The burnBATTLE MAY RESOLVE ITSELF INTO A BIG SIEGE probably will persist until one side or is1 known here, at any Chilean port, clalists 1 : independent, 1.
This would give the democrats a ed buildings are said to include the progressive or socialist candidates in
on
nor
found
been
hag
wreckage
any
the other starts off a enw tangent, as
in the lower house of 23. big boarding house, which has been any precincts other than the city and
did the Germans in their coastal at the coast The only information in majority
town of Las Vegas, and Hernandez:
claim the election of fie scene of numerous disturbances.
Republicans
is
of
the
British
hands
the
legation
thus creating some new acute
an actual majority over the comhas
In the Eastern Theater of War, the Kaiser" Denies that Russians tempt,
M.
over
J.
J.
in
Federal
Britt
imes
from
Fort
Sheridr.n
troops
Cudger
that from German sources. area of hostilities.
bined votes of his two adversaries uj
the
who
were
Tenth
of
near
district
North
ordered
Rebellion
here
Advance
Chicago
Carolina;
or
Prisoners
Making
any
are Taking
Indications are that naval opera
N. M. McLean
In to enforce the federal court injunc- probably more than 1,200.
England Takes Turkish Island
tions will become daily more promi
Against Great Britain in South Africa is Put Down
the Third Colorado district, and C. B. tion prohibiting the strikers and symReports from authentic sources in
nent, particularly since Turkey's en
London, Nov. 5. Great Britain to nmberlake in the Second Colorado. pathizers from interfering with th3 various parts of the state this afterFighting at Tsing Tau.
trance into the situationi
day formally annexed the Island of The democrats claim the election of operation of the
mines, noon make it possible for The Optic
Cyprus, in the Mediterranean, which G. T. Helvering in the Fifth Kansas. were expected to arrive here tonight. to state that Hernandez probably carThe French Statement
nominally formed a' part of the Turk- Tn that event there would he a demo
Major N. E. McClure, who will com- ried New Mexico by not less than
'
Paris, Nov. 5. The French official ish empire.
235.
cratic
mand
the troops, arrived last night 4,000. Exact figures will not be
of
representation
three
the
of
in.
The
fate
Chilean ports.
No British warships are
announcement given out in Paris this
'
alliance
between
The
defensive
known
for
to
several
th
the
In
days, owing
senate, late returns left and announced today that the soldiers
British cruisers that engaged five German warships d,ff the coast
afternoon says that the allies have Great Britain and Turkey having be somewhat in doubt the elections' in
slowness
which
with
the
are
returns
un-o.vill
remain
here
a
probably
tonight
of Chile and the transport that accompanied them remains mystery.
made slight ' progress to the east of come annulled at the outbreak or war,
in.
Wisconsin
coming
and
from
Colorado,
The
the
to
Nevada.
arrival
more
or
of
Chicago,
one
going
British
that
the
hope
On this mystery is based
Nieuport on the right bank of the the British government decided that election of f5 Johnson, democrat, over the Prairie Creek district tomorrow.
Hugh H. Williams defeated Adolfo
their vessels survive the action. A dispatch from Santiago today disYser.
was necessary to- appropriate the Charles H. Burke, republican,
it
i
The
federal
will
meet
Hill,
democrat, for a place on th
and
tho
jury
cruiser
grand
Glasgow
The text of the communication fol island In order that proper
poses of an earlier report that the British
provisions South Dakota, was a gain for the dem- tomorrow to take up strike troubles corporation commission by about t
Gerwaters
in
the
Chilean
bottled
by
up
been
had
lows:
transport Oteranto
might be made for its government and ocrats, which offset, the defeat of Ro More than f0 witnesses have been 800. There was considerable scratchman cruisers Liepzig and Bremen. The whereabouts of the two latter
"On our left wing the allied forces for its
protection, 'il'iie island, since ger C. Sullivan, democrat, in Illinois, summoned. It is exected they will ing of "Williams in favor of Hill, w t
naval
the
that
la
vessels
nine
Of
the
figured
cruisers also is In doubt.
have made slight progress to the east the
convention of 1S7S, by Senator Lawrence Y. Sherman.
is extremely popular with the Spanish-AmericaNurnregarding attacks on the
of Nieuport, on the right bank of the has been occupied bvi administered
battle, only the German warships Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and
Latest
from
Nevada
The republicai ?
mines
showed
since
when
people.
last
reports
April
Yser. From Dixmude to the Lys the
berg have been definitely accounted for.
"...had .re Francis .,0, JNewiands; democrat,- lead that company placed its operatfons have elected more than a .to-thlrby Great BrttRlj:...;Jiiword
was
there
Nor,
any
sailed.
into
After coming
Valparaiso they
German attacks were renewed yes- mained under the
suzerainty of the ing Samuel Piatt, republican, 'by h lit- i; an open shop policy. c
majority In the lower hmt-s,
today of the British battleship Canopus, which the admiralty says
terday, but at a number of points sultan.
s
more than 200, with about
tle
hetn"
mines
Five
have
!n;l
dynamite
Craddock's
Admiral
squadron.
Rear
vmw.t,..
had been sent to strengthen
with lessened energy, particularly
War Is Declared
of the precincts heard from.
According' to an estimate uiado toburned and two mine guards are said
to
time
in
she
arrived
participate
that
indicate
to
is
with regard to the actions of their
There,
nothing
It waa officially announced in Lon
Democrats claim the election of to have been killed in riots since that day, Fergnsson lost to Hernandez br
in the fight
,
lines don today that a state of war existed Senator Charles F. Thomas over IPi-b'- time.
infantry. The Franco-BritisC.SC2.
The figures by counties show
have at no point drawn back and our between Great Britain and Turkey.
Great Britain has declared war on Turkey and the Ottoman govthe following majorities for Hernanconfirmed
Later
in
Colorado
and
therumor
Work,
reports
republican,
troops,
undertaking the offensive, The proclamation to this effect sub-- the election of Senator Newland. that the 18 room frame building, for- dez: Bernnlillo, 700; Colfax, 500;
ernment, despite disaentlons in the cabinet, is definitely committed
have made notable progress in sev
to hostilitlesi against Great Britain, Russia, France and Servia. While
The republicans claimed the election merly used as a miners' boarding Dona Ana, 2Gl; McKinley, 200; Mora,
lantially reads as follows:
Teutonic allies, she is,
eral directions. Between the region
"Owinir to hostile acts committtMl of Francis E. McOove.rn
Turkey becomes in effect an ally of the
over Paul house, but unoccupied for several 4C0; Rio Arriba, 1,500; Sandoval, 200;
war upon Russia because
of La Bassee and the Somme the day
strictly epeaking, waging an independent
Turkish forces under German
Wisconsin.
in
The
by
result, if months, was one of the buildings San Miguel. 1,510; Santa Fe, 815; So
Iltisting
was notable, particularly for an arof an alleged attack upon her by the Russian navy; and upon other
a state of war exists between carried out, would make the next sen- burned. The house had been designat- corro, 720; Taos, 700; Torrance, 405;
countries involved because of their espousal of the Russian cause.
tillery contest.
Great. Britain and Turkey from today ate 55 democrats. 40 republicans and ed as quarters for the officers of the Valencia, 1,350. Total, 9.175.
"In the region of the Roye we have and all
The new drive for the seacoast of the heavily reinforced German
proclamations and orders in one progressive, a democratic major- Pin'ted States troops, now on their The figures show the following mamaintained our occupation of Le council issued with reference to the
forces in Belgium has been met by a counter offensive of the also
way here. The fate of the 25 cottages jorities for, Fergussoii: Chaves, 850;
ity of 14.
and advanced state of war between Great Britain
.
augmented armies of the allies in the vicinity of Ypres.
near the? burned building were not Curry, COO; Eddy, 770; Grant, 1,02:.;
lines have at no point drawn back." says
"The Franco-Britisperceptibly iu the direction . of
and Germany and Austria, shall apply
Guadalupe, 200; Lineoln, 85; Luna,
Women Claim Montana
known. "
this afternoon's French official statement.
y
to the state of war between Great
from the Pairie Creek dis- - SG5; Otero, 150; Quay, 500; Roose-Vfl-t,
Reports
Nov. 5. Scattered re
Helena.
Mont,
"On the center, between the Oise
It is declared that the allies have made slight progress to the
450; San Juan, 135; Sierra, 125;
uuu- lm- Britain and Turkey."
tne
t'jrns from 0 nreoinefs of the state u 11 werf?
and the Moselle, there has been a re-east of Nieuport and the German's attacks from Dixmude to Lys are
was caused by a gang of small boys Pnion, 100. Total, 5,314.
woman
show
amendment
the
suffrage
cruduescence of the activity of the
The vote on Williams and HUT, can
being made with less energy. Renewed German activity is reported
3ig Turkish Army at noon today ahead by 100 votes. All who were playing about the building,
Germans, manifested particularly by
on the center without notable change, and on the right of the allies
didates
for corporation commlssione.
Construction
the
owned
Cherokee
by
have
5
A
heard
Turkish army of the bl? cities
been
Ietrograd, Nov.
their artillery fire.
was
as
follows:
the situation remains deadlocked.
were
Williams, 5,931; Hill,
was
there
It
stated
Miss Jeanette Rankin, chair- company.
of the Ninth, from.
"Summing up, it may be said that !)U)0O strong, consisting
A dispatch from Teheran reports that the Persians are" 'touch exore not official.
These
4,573.
at
the.
figures
the
about
building
no.;ininers
the attacks of the enemy at various Tenth, and Eleventh army corps, is man of the"'state committee, claims time of the fire.
are tabulated returns
cited over the clash between Turkey and Russia, The pretend. r,
Following
state
the
5,000
Caucasian
yotes.
the
frontier,
by
points on our front have been repuls maised along
from several precincts of the county.
Salared Dowleh, has proclaimed himself as Germany's candidate for
ed, in some instances after an en- according to the Novog Vremya. Many
the throne.
REVENUE
BIG
LOSS
Complete returns arrived so slowly toWill
Win
the
Cummins
gagement which lasted all day. On vii.'ages have been occupied by
Great Britain has formally annexed the Island of Cyprus in the
5.
Nov.
Denver,
Fig'lres compiled day as to make it impossible to pubPes Moines, la., Nov. 5. Senator
our right wing there is nothing to re ovt posts of this army.
Mediterranean, which has remained long under the suzerainty of the
of the internal lish the entire list.
the
chief
by
deputy
Novoe
This Turkish army, the
Cummins is in the lead over Maurice
,.
port."
Turkish sultan, though with a British administration.
Precinct No. 29, East Las Vegas
In Denver show that
revenue
bureau
unconsist
would
Connolly for the senatorship, his marPresident Poineare has sent a letter Vremya continues,
The Russians claim that the Germans are falling back not only
For
Henmndez,, R., 318;
congress:
an
will
lose
national
the
government
to War Minister Millerand in which der normal conditions of 80 battal- gin being increased today. His
in Russian Poland, but also on the east Prussian frontier and that
D., 2G5;
Wilson, P. 6;
Fergusson,
income
about
of
'annually
$785,000
arof
60
batteries
was estimated at near 40.000.
he declares that after a long series of ions of infantry,
az'u plural
Russian troops have penetrated at points on the east of the Prussian
.20.
Bernard
S.,
Metcalf,
law
rtatewide
the
when
prohibition
violent engagements the allies have tillery containing 230 guns, and 40 Precincts reporting gave him 160.125,
commis53.
border. '
For
corporation
ity,
becomes
operative.
but to and Connolly 128,705, an actual lead
repulsed the desperate attacks of the squadrons of regular cavalry,
It is asserted that the Austrians are being held in Galicia. The
sioner:
374; Kill, IX,
R.,
.Williams,
it has been added 50 regiments of of 31,420.
enemy.
Russians have suspended the siege of Przemysl because of a cholera
211; Welsh, S 5; McTeer, P., 24;
BIG BATTLE BEGINS
Kurd cavalry, amounting to 20,000
For governor, 1,748 precincts in the
Williams' plurality, 1C3. For legislaepidemic in the town, it is said.
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 5. An official
men.
state reported 154,307 for Governor
Mines Bother Neutrals
A wireless dispatch from Berlin brings an official German denial
ture: Romero, R, 353;. Sena, R,, 370;
ad
and
received by Villa officials in
HamRussia's
T.
sudden,
energetic
for
report
John
machine
Clarke, and 135,521
of reports that Russians had taken many prisoners and
R., 344:
Blood, D., 354; Gallegos,
Berlin, Nov. 5 (By Wireless). In
vance into Turkey is believed in pet- ilton, his democratic opponent.
Juarez said that a' battle was in progformation given out to the press in
Baca, D., 210; Lujan, D., 213; Rus- guns. The statement docs not describe the general situation in the
ress between Villa and Carranza
"
to have been meant to disband
eastern theater.
sell.
Berlin today from official quarters is rograd
253; Clancey, D., 244. Major-- j
are
who
Kurd
tribes
the
overawe
and
troops 20 miles south of Aguas
In
Daniels'
the
that
London
Hopeful
received
Town
Dope
says
Precinct No. 3
.A dispatch from Cape
for
as follows:
republicans.
ity
Ma-- .
in successes of Turk- where the convention of chiefs
5. Secretary
Washington, Nov.
rebel movements led by General Beyers and Lieutenant Colonel
South For congress: Her
"The director of the Swedish Ship little interested
Vegas
jLas
an adjustment
more concerned in Daniels
today found srroend for demo- recently attempted
ritz in the Union of South Africa appear to have been completely
the isr arms and are
33; Hernanping association declares that
Villa nandez, 111; Fergnsson,
of their factional difficulties,
own villages. cratic
of
the
resafety
in
election
the
dez's majority, 72. For corporaUoii
crushed..
optimism
English blocking of the North Sea by
has sent a force of 10,000 men and commissioner:
Among the towns occupied by the turns.
The attitude of Bulgaria appears still undetermined. Russia is
"Williams, 91; II ill, C6;
by mines Is a blow to the shipping
more than 100 cannon met the
an
Se.r- is
Akhty,
juno
Russians
important
and
to
reconcile
efforts
senate
own
in
"To have held its
the
Bulgaria
eaid to he making diplomatic
McTeer, 1; Williams' plurality, SS.
of neutral powers, especially Scandithe Carranza troops, the For
to the upper Eu av.d to have been able to
organize the advance of
via and prevent Bulgaria casting in her lot with Turkey. A dispatch
The Politiken, the organ of tlon of the highways
navian.
legislature: Romero, 106; S.iia,
which is not known.
of.
..
river.
strength
that
house by the slenderest margin under
from Sofia says that the Greek government has assured Bulgaria
102; Blood, 96; Gallegos 103; I.-.,
the Danish, government, says this ac- phrates
Geiv
in Petrorad that
rumoivd
is
RonIt
come
from
word
has
definite
No
tiiu
shows
the prevailing conditions,
Greece will remain neutral,
50; Lujan, 44; Russell, 47; Clar.eey,
tion on the part of Great Britain is
SIX MEN PERISH
eral Sanders will assume command of confidence of the people In the Wilson
48. Majority for republicans.
mania.
a heavy blv to British shipping.
on
the
Caucasian
Nov. 5. Six nun were
Turkish
the
New
troops
at
still
York,
Tsing
"No
are
hammering away
Precinct No. 5, Log Vejraa Nori'i
The BritiBh and Japanese
party before
policies," said he.
Take no Prisoner
Russians
front
has revised the tariff and shown su'h burned to death in a fire, which swept For congress: Hernandez, 1C3;
Tau. Tokio announces that the attacking forces are gradually closIt Is declared officially in Berlin y
Trouble in Persia
a
a victory in an off year. But for the through a four story lodging house at
88; Hernandez's majority, 73,
lng in, but also states that the Germans on Tuesday night made
that the Russian troops on the
a
demoralization of business caused by 352 Eighth avenue this roorningt Fif For corporation commissioner: Wil- counter attack, which delayed the operations of the allies.
News
has
published
The Bourse
eastern front have not recently been
'
'
the war in Europe, conditions would ty men were sleeping in the structure nam8j 154.. jjjil, 0 5; Williams' tnajsr- successful in taking prisoners. Nor dispatch as follows:
when
discovered.
was
the
fire
have-beem
to
have
Rome!
good this fall as
"All classes of Persian society are
ity. 59. For legislature:
have the German wounded fallen Into
the action of Turkey. The given the republicans no opportunity
,163: Sena, 157; Blood, 137; Gala- -:
London, Not. 5. Although England lied arms both in the eastern and their hands. Furthermore, the author- aroused by
RAVA IS DISPLACED
j 162; Baca. 103;
loss German and the Turkish ministers to come back. The party in power
Lujun, 52; Ru.
ities have no knowledge
continued today to await with some western arenas.
to
must
Mame
take
all
their
the
for
all
financial
Rome, Nov. 5. Luigl Rava, minis - .91;
power
Clancey, 88. Republicans
The first German rush for the of any German machine guns to the here are exerting
uneasiness official news as to the fate
bring Persia into active participation and industrial disturbances occasion- - tor of finance, who hld over in th majorities.
of certain of her warships in the Pa- French coast having been checked, Russians.
in the war against Russia. Salared ed by the temporary troubles caused new
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tmokingofte package, if yon don't
find CAMELS am repretented, re

turn
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other nine packages and

we will refund your money,
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enough to buy a more
delightful cigarette.
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R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.

H

Winston Salem, N. C.

10c

5, 1914.

"But the girl or womaa who has an
atavistic passion for doing what her
grandmother used to do should take
an occasional day off and cook. She
mustn't persuade herself, though, that
she would like to do It every day. She
wouldn't!
"Of course I think every girl stiould
be trained to do something. It's too
bad that some of the parents oppose
their daughters working. But if the
latter are persistent, the parents usually capitulate whea the first pay envelope is exhibited at home. Every
woman, rich or poor, married or single, has a right to work. Even if she
does no more, I should think she'd
vant to earn the money to pay for
her own clothes after she is married.
I can't imagine her
saying, 'John
dear, I need some shoes!'
"Emma McChesney and her
are coming up against this
very problem admitted Miss Ferber
in conclusion. "And I'm pretty sure
they will continue to do at least some
tf their old work after marriage. Husbands are getting over their prejudices on this point Indeed, they are
attracted to the girls they
marry through an admiration for the
Itrsiness or professional achievement
of these girls." Margjuerite Mooers
Marshall in the New York Evening
World.
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the husband, and if there's a nice, lit
They Were Married," Jesse Lynch
Williams paints remorselessly the dis- tle maid in the kitchen.
"I can't Imagin.e anything more dis
illusionment that awaits the modern
for the man of intellect
agreeable
young man and woman who marry
come at 5 or 5:30, or whento
than
train
and set up housekeeping
the
ditional way on a small income. The ever men of intellect do return to
their
flats, and to hear a baby
woman, he declares, becomes a superior servant in an inferior home, a crying the minute the door is opened,"
home that will iprove. a stumbling she said slowly, "That's not because
I dislike children, for I have two small
block to her husband's usefulness and
a hollow sphere for her own. Their nieces that are the love of my spinster souL But I can understand how
very love is destroyed under the combined pressure of her drudgery and a man whose work is mentally and
nervously exhausting must feel when
his hampered development.
he is shut up in a few small rooms
Kitchel
the.
other
Oa
hand, Henry
with a little baby. And how is he
Webster, by means of a short story
to get rgst and stimulation from
going
exa
current magazine,
appearing in
who has been taking care of
the
wife
plicitly iindorses lovo in a cottage.
all day and doing the housethe
baby
From the title, "The Absurdity 1st
Just That It Should Be Absurd," la a work? Under such circumstances I
do think that his development is likerebuke to the skeptics who may doubt
ly to be checked.
Mr., Webster's recipe for felicity an
"But the situation is no easier for
electrical engineer with a salary of
the
wife, especially ir, like an increas-hif- .
$1,200, a girl graduate from an
number of modorn girls, she has
finishing school and a tumblebeen
used to some mentr.l activity bedown two room cottage, five miles
fore her marriage. Housework, when
would
He
work.
from
the.
man's
away
xot mind that, however, but would you can't get away from it, is drudg
arise briskly every morning and do ery. There's only way of washing
one way of sweeping the
farm work fQr two hours before start- dishes,
one
fioor,
way of dusting the piano.
ing for the office. As for his wife,
You have to do this same thing day
would
her
do
all
the
grandmother
used to do, from cleaning to chicken titer day, with no illusion of progress
or of definite accomplishment. It's
feeding, and like it better than wear'
maddening to a woman who has ever
clothea
ing pretty
"She wouldn't," contradicted Miss Ma different eort of life.
Edna Perber. "Every time she saw a "'I simply can't imagine keeping
woman with a new tango sash she'd house and doing all the work myself,
man whom I loved terriby!"
weep into the dishpan. And her hus- e"en for a
band wouldn't chop the. wood and milk exclaimed Miss Ferber, her thicjk,
the cow and do gardening and shovel level, black brows drawing together.
snow every morning. He'd wake up They seem startlingly dark in the
at 7:50, rush his breakfast and bolt vide, white, oval of her face, darker
into town, saying things, all the way even than her curly hair, parted boybecause he had to live so far out. Or, ishly on one side, or her intent black
?f he did chop wood and the rest of eyes. "If I cooked him a course dinner
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(very day
' 'With
your own hands,' I supplied,
and at once she twinkled an agree
ment. "If I did that and Io coul do it.
too, you know well I d simply want
to run away from him and from the
dinner."
"But what's the answer?" I asked.
'Take the situation in Mr. Williams'
p!y, where the young scientist who
vants to marry his laboratory assist
ant is earning a small salary and wiil
earn no more after his marriage."
"You say the girl .was his assist
ant," said Miss Ferber quickly. "Then
why shouldn't she keep right on being
the assistant? With her salary added
to. his they could fifford a large and
more comfortable flat and a compet
ent maid."
"But the girl's brother insists that
only the personal effort will give her
husband the right sort of home," I
submitted.
"Why," argued the modern young

v ash the office boy's face.
He pays Siate of Ohio, City of Toledo,
some one $6 a week to attend to these
Lucas County, ss.
di.lips and devotes1 his energies to
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
important creative work. Why should ho is senior partner of the firm of F.
n't the woman running a home fol J. Cheney and Co., doing business in
low his example?"
the City of Toledo, county and state
"But even your own Mrs. McChes aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
ney seems to take a savage joy In do- the sum ot ONE HUNDRED
me stic work when she gets a chance
for each and every case of caat it. I always thought you meunt to tarrh that cannot be cured by the use
woman c? HALL.' 3 CATARRH CURE.
prove that the
FRANK J. CHENEY.
is tired of her shop and ready to drop
Sworn to before me and subscribed
it for the care of a home."
in my presence, this 6th day of De
Miss Ferber smiled a bit shamecember, A. D. 1886.
facedly.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
'There's something in us," she de
Notary Public.
clared, "probably the inheritance from
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter
several hundred years of housework- nally and acts directly upon the blood
ing women, that makes lis long, now and mucous surfaces of the
system.
and then, for the old tasks. I like Sond for
testimonials, free.
nothing better than to take the
F. J. CHENEY and Co., Toledo, O.
out of a chicken singe the
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
feathers off I'm very fussy with my
Take Hall's Family Pills for con
chickens and cook a Sunday dinner.
stipation. Adv.
And I think making a cake, preferwoman.
ably with a new recipe and a new
"A business man doesn't sweep out oven, is one of the most sporting pro
WANTED Clean cotton rags at
i Optic office.
his office, dust the filing cabinet and positions In the world.
DOL-IAIt-
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ELECTRICraSTOVES
Heat without fire is the electric way.
These little stoves get hot at the turn of a
disk, stove gets red
switch the four-inhot in two minutes. You can cook, fry or
boil anything on these stoves, anywhere,
ch

anytime.
An egg and a bit of bacon can be
cooked so quickly that one of these little
disk stoves should be in every wired house.

By the way, is your house wired ?
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THE LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.

A tight feeling in the chest accom-tanie- colds settled in the lungs.
by a short, dry cought, indi Central Drug Co. Adv.
d

cates an inflamed condition in the
lungs. To relieve it buy the djaar
size BALLARD'S HOREHOUND
you get with each bottle a
free HERRICK'S RED PEPPER POROUS PLASTER for the chest The
SY-PU-

srup

relaxes the tightness and the
plaster draws out the inflammation.
It is an ideal combination for curing

Sold by

in damp, chilly weather there is al-- v
ays a large demand for BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT because many
people who know by experience its
great relieving power In rheumatio
aches and pains, prepare to apply it
it at the first twinge. Price 255c, 50
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
"1

CUP, VA UE $1,000.00
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First in SPEED and ACCURACY and STABILITY among the contest
ants in the Annual Business Show, New York City, October 26th, ioia
Operated by Emil A. Trefzger at 129 net words per minute the UNDERWOOD wins
again the International Cup which it has held every year since first it was
offered for public competition
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"The Machine

You

Wiil Eventually Buy"

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPHC. 1 HURSDAY,
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Constitutional amendments carried 6S publican, 12,093; Newby, democrat,
'
'. .
to 0.
.819.
RATES
Precinct ,No. 37, El Cerrllc For
Sullivan Loses Illinois
ccngress: Hevnandez, 33; Fergusson,
$6.40 TO ALBUQUERQUE, N.'M.,
1879
ESTABLISHED
AND RETURN
Chicago, Nov, 5 With only 152
0; Hernandez's majority, 33. For cor
OUR.
of Illinois
precincts
poration commissioner: Williams, 33; sparsely settled
New Mexico Educational
Account
"
this
returns
32; to hear from
0.
For
Romero,
morning
Hill,
legislature:
Association
Published by
'
of Senator
OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
are revealing the better side of our Sena, 32; Blood, 3;' Gallegos, 32; confirmed the
Tickets on sale Nov. 20th to ":i,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
(
to
Lawrence
Y,
republican,
fl;
Sherman,
0;
Baca,
Russell,
Clancey,
limit
Lujan; 'jf
national character.
t
inclusive, 1914. Final return
(Incorporated)
0.
Thirty-twis Ihe most complete Iii the state and
o
majority for all re- the TJnited States senate, ,'flis plurTvemil)r 1st 1914.
at
for prompt grinding and repairing is
will he allowed
s
publicans. Constitutional amendments ality in the 4,431 precincts heard from
No
allowed, except that stop-ove- r
Editor
is 10,021 over Roger Sullivan, demoM. M. PADGETT
carried unanimously.
excelled
of
ticket.
limit
by none.
on
return trip within final
Lamy, N. M.,
1
Precinct No. 40, Bernal For con- cratic candidate.
Work sent us by mail is returned
The state, without the missing pre
gress: Hernandez, 26; Fergusson, 14;
by the first return post.
$34.40 TO SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH AND RETURN
Hernandez's majority, 12. For corpo- cincts," follows: .'Sherman, 365,877;
1
Tickets on sale November 9, 10 and 11th, 1914. Final return limit
ration commissioner: Williams, 21; Sullivan, 855,856.
November 22nd. 1914..
Stopovers will be alloweu" on both going
Hill, 15; Williams' majority, 9. For
'
Entered, at the postorfice at East
within
limit of ticket.
final
return
and
to
Due
trip
24;
27,
Sena,
Indigestion
Despondency
jeweler and Optician
legislature: Romero,
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for trans;
.
New Mexico
Las
13; LuBaca,
Vegas,
26;
22;
Gallegos,
Blood,
It is not at all surprising that per
mission through the United States
N M.,
ALBUQUERQUE
17; Russell, 12; Clancey, 14. Ma- sons w o have
$6.40
TO
jan,
become
.
Indigestion
oaiJs as second class man..
AND RETURN
jorities for republicans. Constitution- discouraged and despondent.
Her
2.
al amendments carried, 33 to
Tickets on sale Nov. 7, 8 and 9th,
are a few words of hope and cheer
No. 32, Romeroville For for them
(Continued from Page One)
, Precinct
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
1914. Final return limit November
by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In
congress: Hernandez, 51; Fergusson, diana, Pa. "For years my digestion
Dally, by Carrier
12, 1914.
05 For corporation commissioner : Wil 1 ; Hernandez's majority, 50. For
...
For other Information see me.
so poor that I could not eat the
was
Per Copy...
I5 liams, 152; Hill, 88; Williams' rlur- commissioner: Williams; S; lightest foods. I tried everytthting
One Week
D. L. BATCHELOR,
Agent.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
e
For legislature: Romero, Hill, 44; Hill's majority, 32. For
.65 ality, 64.
One Month...,
that I heard of to get relief,, but not
f
Gallegos,
148;
7.80
Kansas
Blood,
Senm
163;'
City, November 6. Hogi,
........V'.'
165;
Blood,
26;
Romero, 24; Sena,
(One Year
until about a year ago when I saw
79; Russell, 79; 24; Gallegos, 36; Baca, 26; Lujan,17;
Market higher. Hulk
12,000.
Lujan.,
81;
Baca,
166;
Mail
receipts
Daily, by
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
$6.00 Clancey, 77. Republicans get major Russell, 28; Clancey, 28. Majorities got a bottle of them, did I find the
$7.457.75; heavy 7.557.75;: pls
One Year (lr advance)...-- .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
'
for Gallegos, Russell, Clancey. Baca
In the Probate Court, San
Six Months (In advance)........ 3.00 ities.
Miguel $G.407.15.
right treatment. I soon began to lm OLYMPIC TO HAKE
s8
No.
Las
Precinct
Vega7.00
Upper
Cattle, receipts 6,000. Market higher.
and Romero tied. All three amend- prove, and since taking a few bottles
New
One Year (In arrears)
Mexico.,
County,
i5'
tor
FergusHernandez,
fed steers ?9.7S11; western
Prime
3.50
0.
congress:
51
to
ments
earned
6ix Months (in arrears)
In the matter of the estate of Julian
of them 'my digestion Is fine." For
son, 15; Hernandez's majority, 40. For
steers
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios For sale by all dealers. Adv.
f79.50; calves $6.B010.!0.
NO MORE VOYAGES Sandoval, .deceased.
commissioner
Williams, congress: Hernandez, 50; Fergusson,
corporation
receipts 5,000. Market highSheep,
Notice
Whom
To
Concern:
it
STOCK
May
AND
WEEKLY OPTIC
er.
40; Hill, 23;. Williams' plurality, 17. 7; Hernandez's majority. 43. For cor
Lambs
yearlings
$7.508.7.r;
is hereby given that the final repon
GROWER
.Romero, 54; Sena, 50; poration commissioner, Williams, 41,
Subscribe for The Optic.
Legislature:
$5.756.75.
executors
of
in
entitled
the
above
TAKEN
the
BIG WHITE STAR LINER IS
$2.00
One Year..
Blood, ,44; Gallegos, 50; Baca, 21; Hill, 16; Williams majority, 25. For
estate has been filed in said courts and
1.00
OUT OF SERVICE FOR WIN-TESix Months
18.
24;.
Russell,
Clancey,
Lujan, 17;
Romero, 45; Sena, 45;
'
legislature
the 4th day of January, 1915, has been ,1 CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
MONTHS
Majorities for the republicans.
of the Condition of The
ii j
Report
Blood, 45; Gallegos, 45; Baca, 12; Luset by the court for the hearing of Chicago. Nov. 5. Wheat developed
;
Precinct No. 13, Rociad- a- Fcr con
fresh strength today on account of
(Cash in Advance for Mail
J2
Major12;
Clancey.
Russell,
jan,
SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
Ilelfast, Nov. 5 (Via London): The objections to the same and the final continued brisk export demand. Afgress: ijernanuez, a, rergusson, j.u, ities for republicans. Constitutional
Subscriptions.)
of
estate.
settlement
said
OF LAS VEGAS.
winter sailings of the White Star linRemit by check, craft or money Ht niandcz's majority, 34. For corpo- amendments carried.
off to
up quotations
at Las Vegas in the State of New
Witness my hand and the seal of ter opening
er Olympic have been cancelled, and
not
will
we
commissioner:
32;
ration
otherwise
Williams,
sent
order. If
a
and then rose well
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado For
trifle,
,
Mexico,
sagged
court
of October, A.
this
eaid
5th
day
was
off.
crew
th
paid
Hills, 21: Williams' majority, "iOi.for congress: Hernandez, 34: Fergusson, at the close of business Oct, 31st., 1914 today
be responsible for loss.
above last night's level. The close
'
,1914.
'
Mystery has attend the last trip of
v
under last
as unsettled, a shade to
Specimen copies free on application. legislature: Romero, 31; Sena, .53, 15; Hernandez's majority, 19. For cor5 1
l!'
CELSA g. SANDOVAL,
RESOURCES.
the Olympic from New York to Belfast
Blood, 32; Gallegos, 31; Baca, 23; Lu7I8.78J.48
night.
poration commissioner: Williams, 34; Loans and DiscountsANDRES SANDOVAL,
announcement
and this unexpected
secured and unsecured
21; Russell, 22; Clancy, 23. Ma Hill, 15; Williams' majority, 19. For Overdrafts,
Corn was steadied by the strength
TJ. S, Bonds to secure circulation
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT jan.
100,000 CO
Executors.
can- M
to
be
are
that
winter
her
No
sailings
returns
for
Honda to secure Postal Sav
republicans.
Other
jorities
35
wheat. The opening, which was
of
33;
Sena,
Romero,
EXPIRATION OF TIME
legislature:
3.W0 00 celled adds to the
ings, SH.000
curiosity regarding
on amendments.
unchanged: to Yt higher, was followed
PAID FOR
Blood, 34; Gallegos, 36; Baca, 15 Other Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits.
STATEMENT
7.000 00 wiiat circumstances
to secure Postal Savinits. S7.000
made this meas
Precinct No. 14, Sapello For con
The close, was
try a slight setback.
- 37,991 5'
Lujan, 12; Russell,, 15; Clancey, 13. Bonds, securities, etc
ure
left New
necessary.
in
Olympic
Bank.
Reserve
Federal
Stock
(The
34;
zt;
gress: Hernandez,
fergusson,
to
cent under last
at
Peoples Bank and Trust Company
Majorities for republicans. All three $1 ,500 all other stock 6,x40
steady
8.340 00
furniture and fixtures 8.7O0 00 York October 21 for Glasgow. Eight
East Las Vegas, October 31, 1914.
Advertisers are guaranteed the Hernandez's majority, 7; For corpora constitutional amendments carried by Bankingrealhouse,
t:
owned
estate
7,878 00 days later, while off the north coast
Other
Hill,
14;
tion
Williams,
commissioner,
circulation
4.
44
and
re
Due
to
from
Banks
of
National
";
weekly
(not
There seemed to be no, urgent call
daily
largest
majority
Resources
22
wire39.276
was
serve
of
warned by
Ireland, she
Precinct No. 47, Hot Springs For Due fromaeents)
for oats. The market, however, was
of any newspaper in northern New 45;;, Hill's majority, 31; for legislaState and Private Banks
less of the danger from German mines Loans
$335,750.07
ture: Romero, 28; Sena, 36; Blood, congress: Hernandez, 3b; ifergusson, and Bankers, Trust Companies and
Mexico.
sustained by sympathy-- , with other
815 52
Banks
Savings
Swil-land she at once put Into Lough
8,685.23
furniture and fixtures.....
from approved reserve agents in
12;Galtegos, 29; Baca, 46; Lujan, 38:
Hernandez's majority, 351 For cor Due
Central Cities 09.1112 59 in other
in county Donegal,
and stayed Cash and sight exchange. . . 68.760.C1 grain.
Russell, 24; Clancey, 35; Sena, Baca poration commissioner: Williams, 36;
109 916 35
Reserve Cities 40,72!. 76
Provisions advanced sharply, owing
there for five days. During this time
Checks and other cash items
1,554.41
TELEPHONES
and Lujan carried the precinct. For Hill. 1 : Williams'
to a big advance In the price of hogs,
majority, 35. For Exchanges for Clearing House, ..... 1,688 64 her
one
Main 2 amendment to article 5, 52: against 4;
passengers, with
$413,195.67
1.790 00
exception,
of other National Banks
Business Office
Romero 36, Lujan, 34; Notes
the result of the closing of the" stocklegislature:
Fractional paper currency, nickels
were kept on board and not even al
Main 9 majority for amendment, 48.
Liabilities
Mews Department
189 08
Luts
cer
and
35;
2;
Baca,
32;
Blood,
Gallegos,
yards here. The closing quotations
viz:
Reserve
in bank,
Lawful Money
lowed to hold coirfjptinicatlon with the Capital
$114,220.00
Precinct No. 15, Las Manuelitas
45.698 tS5
were:
1; Russeur4; (jiancey, z major- Specier
- jan,
shore.
was
65
M.
The
56.578
notes
Charles
10,880
For congress: Hernandez, 48; Fergusexception
Surlpus and undivided proAll three consti Redemption fund
for
republicans.
1914.
with
Wheat, Dec. 1.16; May 1.22.
S.
T
U.
Treas
ity
NOVEMBER
5,
THURSDAY,
8,501.40
president, of the Bethlehem
son, Lz; Hernanaezs
(5 per cent of circulation)
fits
5,000 00 Schwab,
majority, zo; tutional amendments carried 37 to 0.
Corn, Dec. 69; May 72.
Bo
was permitted Deposits .
Steel corporation,
290,47427
For corporation commissioner, Wil
Precinct No. 54, Hillside For con
:"
Oats, Dec. 49; May 72.
92
1.107,900
Total
to go to London.
liams 43; Hills, 24; Williams' majorUKLIEP OP BELGIUM
Hernandez, .7; Fergusson, iz;
gress:
Oats, Dec. 49; May 53.
LIABILITIES'
The Olympic left Lough Swilly No
$413,195.07
for legislature: Romero, 50: FergUBSon'S majority, 5.- - For corpora Capital stock paid m
100,000 00
..'
To wha.t nobler purpose could the ity, 21;
Pork, Jan. $19.30; May $19.60.
2
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to
Bawent
..
and
fund00
- 50,000
Dividends paid" Jan. I and July 1, ;
,
Belfast, where
Sena, 49; Blood, 37; Gallegos, 43;
tion commissioner: Williams 36; Hill Surplus
Undivided profits, less expenses and
x ilior.s of the Rockefeller foundation
Lard,
Jan, $10.25; May $10.40.
her passengers and mails were disem 1914.
. 9.977 37
taxes paid
ca, 22; Lujan, 24; Russell, 21; .Clan- 20; Hill's majority, 4. For legisla
I
Jan. $10.17.
100.000 00 barked.
i
Ribs,
National Bank notes' outstanding
put than to succor starving BelDeposits, Oct. 31, 1913, $169,811.98.
cey, 22; majorities for republicans. ture:
- 1.850 89
to other National Banks
Romero, 18; Sena, 18( Blood, Due
ucm? Here is an opportunity for For
"
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
48:
article
to
above
amendment
statement
The
5,"
Is
correct,
22.407 69
Banks
16; Gallegos, 17; Baca, 18; Lujan, 18:
j iiilanthropy upon a moriumental scale
for amendment to article
Individual deposits
tT. W. HARRIS,
to check- - 460,202 40
WANTED
Cloan cotton rags at
19; Clancey, 19. Majority for Time certificates ofsubject
61
and it renews confidence in humanity against, 22;
Russell,
40,012
deposit
Read The Optics Want Ads.
10, 48; against, 21; for amendment to
President.
do
office.
this
Time
after
deposits
payable
days
with
Romero,
Russell and Clancey,
that the founder and managers of this
or after notice of 30 days or longer 306,836 08
Article 8, 49; against 21; all'amend8, WW 18
checks outstanding
Sena, Baca and Lujan tied. Constitu Cashier's
jreat accumulation of money should ments carried.
7,658 62
Postal savings Deposits
tional amendments all carried by
vcitiuteer their help in such an enterUnion for con
1.107.900 92
10,
No.
Precinct
Total
Bid REDUCTIONS
vote of 20 to 9.
BIG REDUCTIONS
prise. It is worthy of note as Indicati
State of Nkw Mkxico,
gress: Hernandez, 47; Fergusson, i
!
San
Miockl.
Mr.
Countt
of
ct
the
farseeing
capacity
ing
named
D.
of
T.
the
above
cashier
Hoskins,
I,
Hernandez's majority, 35; for corpo
in
in
1 crkefeller himself that he put aside
bank, do solemnly swear that the above state- 11
ration commissioner: Williams, 35'.
ment is true to the best of my knowledge and
Is
foun
"Rockefeller
termed
the
vhat
Suits, Coats and Dresses
Williams' majority, 13. For
Suits, Coats and Dresses
GAIN belief.
D. T. HOSKINS. Cashier,
dation' for purpos3S that include, the Hill, 22;
40;
39;
Romero,
Sena,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th
service lhat is now so urgently re legislature:
day of Nov, 1914.
Blood, 36; Gallegos, 39; Baca, 19; Luof
?he
terms
incor
the
Under
quired.
skax.1
Clabehcb Iden.
jan, 20; Russell, 19; Clancey, 19. All
Notary Public
poration of this trust there is a clause three amendments carried by average
My commission expires April 30tb., 1917.
BIG
BIG
Correct Attest:
which provides for the "relief of Bufof 22.
M. CUNNINGHAM. I
J.
majority
fo t in.?."
There are no national or
OHMS WIEUANI). Directors.
REDUCTIONS
REDUCTIONS
Precinct No. 17, San Patricio For
Wm. G. HAYDON I
racial boundaries, no harriers of reli-fio- n
congress:
Hernandez,
fergusson,
iz;
IN
IN'
or of politics. The human beings
5; Hernandez's majority, 27; for cor
of the Condition of
vho need help are to get it without
Report
SUITS.
SUITS.
poration commissioner: Williams, 33;
iuibble or argument, if the managers
The First National Bank
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from Nolan
Waggoner 'arrived
'
'""
last "night."
'
Ed Borgett came in from Sapelto on
business today.
W. H. Lloyd of Boulder, Colo., was
a business visitor here today.
C. C. Gregory and wife' were visit
Ing la Las Vegas today from Nolan.
Murray Carleton, Jr., was in from
Watrous yesterday for a short visit.
N. W. Earl came in. today from the
upper Gallinas for a brief visit to the
'
local markets.
and'
Fisher
Frank
Harry Hoskins
drove down from Trinidad today on a
brief business visit
S. A. Taylor, general merchandise
dealer of Nolan,, came in last night
for a business visit.
James Cropp came in today from
Red River for a brief visit and to
transact business.
C. W. Wesner left for Arkansas last
night. He will be gone several weeks
on a business trip.
Jack Fair from London, Ontario, arrived in Las Vegas yesterday. He
will stay a few days.
C. H. Kapple, an Albuquerque furniture1 'dealer, arrived in Las Vegas
last night on a short business visit
L. fa.
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Calumet pastry

good to

look at, good to eat. Always
Jight, fluflytender and wholesome Calumet is the one baking
powder that is high in quality and
moderate in price.
RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARDS
World' Far Food Exmriliaa. Cbico, IQ
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marea,
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Prices from 50c upwards.

Dir. Roberts this noon. "It will be a II. Seldomrige,
democrat, In the Secgreat benefit to the health of the stu ond, while Edward Keating, democrat,
dents, of course, but aside from that held the advantage over N. M. Mcit will supply the statewide demand Lean, republican, in the third.

for teachers who have had training in j The success of statewide prohibition seemed assured, but with a mathis, study."
Miss Larson, who will take the de- jority considerably under the early
partment, is a graduate of the Physi claims of Its supporters.
State democratic headquarters; stafe
cal Culture Training Schoo, of; Chicago, where she was "an honor stu ed that the republicans probably would
dent At the present time she Is a have control of the house of represenmember of the faculty of the Ameri tatives in the state legislature, but
that the division in the senate
can College of Physical Education.
She will commence her duties here on would be close with an advantage of
January 1. Besides the physical cul- one, but whether for the democrats or
ture department. Miss Larson will republicans still was undetermined.
With Denver complete and with rehave charge of the playgronndsi.
The new department will be con turns from practically every county,
tinued throughout the Normal Univer some still incomplete, the vote today
sity summer school, so that teachers stood:
Governor: Carlson, 111,582; Patterfrom all fiver the state may have an
1,. , ,
opportunity of taking this branch of son, 77,913.
Prohibition: For, 100,593; against,
work.
94,375.

i

United States senator: Thomas,
.Work, 82,641.'
Supreme court judge: Campbell,
republican, 89,065; Teller, democrat
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vloe-Pres- t.
Clarence Idea, Secy. & Treas.
Donald Steward,
C. C. Rabbins,
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East Las Vegas, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M,
Peoos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
Rowe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.
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ordered now.
We have a complete line of for-
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LUMBER.
NAVAJO BLANKETS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES

BAIN WAGONS

eign and domestic cuttings, com-

prising all the latest weave, and
at right prices.
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THESE RESULTS

Pressing, cleaning and repairing
receive special care.
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Is that kind of food!

Made of wheat arid barley, it contains all the nutriment of
these most nourlshiug grains including those vital mineral salts
phosphate of potash,

ete.-4h- st

flour.

LEWIS

are discarded In making white
:

Long baking breaks down the starch cells of the grain and
makes this food easily digestible by the most delicate stomach.
Economical, appetizing
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A LAUGHING
BUD

So-nor-

May-torena- 's

Villista troops and 350 men
which General Benjamin Hill, the Carranza, leader In Sonora, sent south
last night from Naco. Hill's men
burned bridges and stopped northbound trains. Maytorena hurried men
to .Magdalenai on a special train.

BW Qi :POdDJ3lJQ
Including 25 Entrancingly Beautiful Hexican
Maidens

"

LATEST WAR NEWS
Krazylinotypeoperator was captur
ed by, the. Germans-'neathe town cf
'
K
;
Ihisisaliellofaname.

FISHERS LATEST SUCCESS

mms
See Them Take Vera Cruz with
Smokeless Powder.

Fighting at Magdalena

y

JUBILEE,

EVERYTHIMG MEW"
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVEFt,
BUT FUN AND PRETTY G"LS

Nogales, Ariz., Nov. 5. Fighting Is
now In progress near Magdalena,
between 400 of Governor

ment.

TUESDAY
Nov. io

HOUSE

that can
Always Come Back

TAILOR

Msxlcans Arrested
Washington, Nov. 5. All of the
prominent Mexicans who signed post
ers calling upon the people to rise and
drive the American forces from Vera
Cruz have been arrested, according to
a dispatch from the Brazilian minister
at Mexico Oi'-- to the state depart

OPERA

The one Show

Ramer, republican, 93,254.
Auditor: Leckenby, democrat,
Mulnis, republican, 82,173.
Treasurer; Kenehau, democrat, 63,
357; Stocker, republican, 76,689.
Attorney general: Farrar, democrat dered back,
by Mexicans, who Inform76,879; Gobin, republican, 49,806.
ed them there 'was a battle in
State superintendent:
Bradford,
democrat, 6.5,414 ; Craig, republican,
The approach of. Villa troops toward
the Texas border, with Nuevo Lareda
and Piedras Negrag as their objectives,- has been reported several times
GARRANZA AND VILLA
in the last few days.. The location indicated for yesterday's fighting was
FORCES IN A BATTLE near Piedras Negras.
67,500;
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91,681.

Lieutenant governor: Lewis, repu73.4W; Tobln, democrat 68,259.
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The approval of
statewide prohibition, the election of
George Cartoon for governor, together
with four titfaer republican state of
of Fred Farrar,
ficers; the
democrat; attorney general, and prac
tical election of democratic candidates
for supreme court judge and state su
perintendent were the outstanding
facts of the returns from Tuesday's
election. These facts were based on
returns from approximately 80 per
cent of the election vote of 240,000

Miss Ida M. Larson of Chicago has
received the position of head of the
r dp er bt-cnew branch,
I1 Too
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Denver,

Frank H. II. Roberts, the president of the New Mexico Normal Uni
versity, has announced the addition
of a physical culture department to
his school. This department was
created at the last meeting of the
board of regents of the institution.
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James G. Reynolds, who has been in
jail for the past jnonth, appeared before Judge David J. Leahy in chambers this morning and pleaded guilty
to a criminal information filed by
District Attorney Charles W. G. Ward,
charging him with uttering a false
check In the sum of $65 on the First
National ' bank of Las Vegas and presenting "it to H. A. Harvey In payment
of a MIL Later it developed that
Reynolds did not have any money in cr.st.
The race for United States senator
the bank.
j
CONVENTION
CALIENTES
The slate was represented by Dis- remained close, with Senator Charles AGUAS
DID NOT STOP
APPARENTLY
Hubert
S.
Thomas, democrat, leading
trict Attorney Ward and George H.
BLOODSHED
Work, republican, by approximately
Hunker appeared for Reynoldsi.
votes.
1,600
interest has been
Considerable
Si, Rio. Tex., Nov. 5. There was
The outcome in Hie Second and
taken in the case of this ybtftlg man.
near the American
Reynolds came to New Mexico from Third districts for congressmen still fighting yesterday
and Villa
was
between
Carranza
to
the
closeness
border
undecided, owing
Terre Haute, Ind., where his father
r
arid
reside. Reports are of the race and the slowness with troops about 15 miles up the Rio Granthat he comes from an excellent fam which returns from several counties de from here, according to American
filtered in. On the figures available lir nters arriving here today. Attemptily, and thaj this Is the boy's first
His father has paid Mr. Har- C. B. Timberlake, republican, led IT. ing to hunt In Mexico, they were orvey the amount he advanced on the
check, and it was thought by friends
of the boy that a suspended sentence
might be given him in view of its be
Judge Leahy
ing his first
reserved his decision and instructed
District Attorney Ward to present further testimony in regard to the matter on November 17, when the regular session of the court convenes.
'
' TJo do one's best work wi;h comfort, body and brain imist,be
v
Reynolds, when, questioned by the
'
'
la good condition. That reqi ires proper food food that contains
court, stated that he was only 17
"' all
years of age and If this 13 true any
elemental ;that build brain and brawn.
.".. ''',;;
sentence the court might, impose
would have to be In1 the reform school
instead of the penitentiary.
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George Wl, W. Usen has arrived
from El Paso for a few days' stay.
W. At. Moore arrived this morning
from Albuquerque to spend a short
time looking. after business affairs.
Mr. and Mrs. F. F, Gallegos and Mr.
'
and Mrs. N. T. Baca came in today
from Logan,'';N M., for a brief shop-pin- g
visit.
J., Culley loft this afternoon
, Matt
for Wagon Mound. Mr. Culley is a
former resident of Las Vegas, having
attended school here for several years.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts expects to
go to Albuquerque on Saturday. Dr.
Roberts will attend the' meetings of
the Bernalillo County1 Teachers' association and will address the gathering.
Topic Will he "Health in Relation to
Education."
'
K. 'TV Lamb and L. Ml, Carpenter
drove through today in their automobile on their way from Oberlin, 0.r to
.Los Angeles.
Mrs. W. E. Banks has returned from
a visit' with friends ra Kansas City
and Oklahoma, She was met at1 Wichita, Kan.,' by her husband, who accompanied hei- home. Mr. Banks left last
night for Santa Fe on a short business visit
Mr. and Mrs. JacR McGreavy
eft
last night for Chicago. The
are well known here, having
made Las Vegas their headquarters
for the past year. They have accepted an engagement at the Palace theater, Chicago, commencing their act
It is said the McGreavys
Monday.
will revisit Las Vegas later in the
winter, to stay several months. They
are highly talented actors of the vaudeville stage.
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Are you suffering the Inconvenience, extra expense and
unsanitary fumes or a wash, day In your home? Worse
still, do you send your clothing to some one's home to he
washed .'mid'st cooking and living odors? Compare our
SANITARY methods. Get our prices on "Wet Wash"
.

'FtVl

5, 1914.

p..

Puritan Sanitary
Laundry
and "Rough Dry."
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THURSDAY,
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SEATS AT MURPHEY'S SATURDAY
(i
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You Will Find

f

Cupld'a Chariot a Boxcar.
The local police, bidden by Miss
Kathryn Schultz' parents to arrest her
If she attempted to leave here with
William Geasy, her sweetheart, for
Philadelphia, whefa they Intended to
be maiTied, arrested them In the Reading yard as they were boarding a
freight train. They were taken before a Justice,
where It was learned the couple
thought they could travel with more
safety by freight than on a passenger
train. They were released after Gcasy
had promised not to see the girl again.
She is fourteen years old; he is five
years older. Shamokin (Pa.) dispatch
to Philadelphia Inquirer.
No Danger.
There's Reg"Gracious goodness!
inald fallen overboard!"
"Don't worry about him. His head
Will fiOHt.":
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Important
Bear In mind that Chamberlain's
Tablets not only move the bowels but
improve the appetite and strengthen
the digestion. For sale by all dealers.

1914,
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAM

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLES

tHJ

Adv.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 5. Miss Julia
of some
Arthur, after an absence
years from the stage, returns to the
footlights tomorrow night at the Boston theater, in Thomas Bailey
The perdrama "Mercedes."
formance is for he benefit of the Red
C
iobs ambulance hospital in Paris.

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

WAHT
II

CHAPMAN

l. -
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J..

J
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COLUMN
I

T

chased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy and It benefited him
at once. I find It the best cough med
icine for children because it Is pleas
ant to take. They do not object to
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
taking It," writes Mrs. Lafayette Tuck,
Homer City, Pa. This remedy con RATES FOR CLAS'IFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
tains no opium or other narcotic, and
may be given to a child as confidently
as to an adult. Sold by all dealers. Five centa per, line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line,
Adv.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All advertisements
lines.
FOLEY CATHARTIC TABLETS
charged
There are, many times when one will be booked at space actually set
man qtiestions another's actions and without regard to number of words,
motives. Men act differently under Cash in advance preferred.
,
different circumstances.
The Ques
tion is, what would you do right now
if you had a severe cold? Could you
do hotter than to take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy? It is highly recom- WANTED Position by nurse and
mended by people who have used it
maid. Apply Central Hotel.
for years and know Its value. Mrs.
O. E. Sargent, Peru, Ind., says, "Cham- WANTED
A good reliable girl for
berlain's Cough Remedy Is worth Its
general housekeeping. Apply 1016
Fifth street.
weight In gold and I take pleasure in
recommending it." For sale by all
dealers. Adv
Despondency Due to Indigestion
Is not at all surprising that per
sons w o have Indigestion become
Here
discouraged and despondent
are a few words of hope and cheer
for them by Mrs. Blanche Bowers, In
diana, Pa. "For years my digestion
was go poor that I could not eat the
lightest foods. I tried everytthiing
that I heard of to get relief, but not
until about a year ago when I saw
Chamberlain's Tablets advertised and
got a bottle of them, did I find the
right treatment. I soon began to improve, and since taking a few bottles
of them my digestion is fine." For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

fU.Ai.'l

CITROLAX

CITROLAX

CITROLAX

Best thing for constipation, sour
stomach, lazy liver and sluggish bow
els. Stops a sick headache almost at
once. Gives a most thorouzh and sat
isfactory flushing no pain, no nausea. Keeps your system cleansed,
3weet and wholesome.
Ask for Cit.
rolax. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Druj Store. Adv.
W. T. Huehens, NlcTioison, Ca., had
a severe attack of rhaumatism. Hie
feet, ankles and Joints were swollen,
and moving about was very painful
He was certainly in a bad way when
he started to take Foley Kidney Pills
He says, "Just a few doses made me
feel better, and now my pains and
rheumatism are all goae and I sleep
all night long." o. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Slop Those Early Bronchial Coughs
They bang on all winter if not
checked, and pave the way for serious
throat and lung diseases. Get a bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
coughs and colds, heals raw Inflamed
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
laxative. Best for children
mildly
and grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.

Score

One for Science.

Speaking of rats and there was a
crusade a while ago all
along the Atlantic coat, wasn't there?
one of the difficulties of civilization
has been to And a rat-trathat the
wise old rat could not in some way
cheat. Of course, there are scores of
most of them very efficient
provided your rat can be lured into
them. But some rats fieem possessed
of a sense, an instinct or a cunning
that enables them to evade capture or
death. Even some poisons fail to fool
some rats. But over in Philadelphia
a new trap has been invented which
both fools the rat and kills it at the
same time. It consists of an Iron
plate and a spike, both connected with
electric wires. On the spike is a
piece of cheese. The rat steps on the
plate, reaches up and bites the cheese
and drops dead, havinit completed
the circuit and so electrocuted Itself.
Score one for science.
g

p

rat-trap-

CHICHESTER S PILLS
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GEO. H. HUNKER

Turkeys and ducks for
table use, dressed or alive. Phone
Purple 5351.

f.

UK.

It. HUAMANN

Dentist
I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Dental work of any description at
4, Meets every Monday evening at
moderate prices
their hall on Sixth street. All vising Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoat
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411.
J).
Friedenstlne, N. G.; A. T. Rogers,
V. G.; T, M. Elwpod,
Secretary; Karl
LOCAL TIME CARD
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
Cemetery Trustee.
East Bound
B. P. O, ELKS
Arrive
Meets second and
Dert
7:41 t. &
fourth Tuesday evening of each No. I.... 7:20 p. m
11:69 9,
month Elks' home on Ninth Btreet No. 4. ...11:64 p. m
1:26 a. m
1:31 ft. S
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers No. I..
1:15 p. m
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring No. II.
West Bound
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
Arrive
Depart
cretary.
V

FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
102 Meets every Monday
night to
O. R. C. hall, on Doutdas avenun

FOR SALE

Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas, New Mexico.

tary.

921

For Csfo

S

PY1

7:30 p. m. P, A. Brinegar,
H. P.: F. O. Btood, Secre

rooms
for
Lincoln KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURavenue.
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets Jn
W. o.. W hall, Sixth street, on the
DFSIRABLE light housekeeping rooms first
and third Mondays of each
vith sleeping porch. 1030 Fifth St. month at 8 p. m.
Visiting brothers
and Ladies always welcome.
O. L.
FURNISHED rooms with or without
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
board.
710 Grand avenue.
ague. Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow,
FOR RENT
Modern housekeeping Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
1011
rooms. 328 Grand avenue.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Mi

No,
No.

1...

No.

7.., 4:20

No.

1:10 p. m.....
1:36 a. m

I...
I...

1:36

POSITIVELY

.

m.....

p. m

MASTERS

:4t

a.

4:31
7:11

i.
.

C.

ft

CROUP

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
cuta the thick choking mucus, and
clears away the phlegm, Opens up
the air passages and stops the hoars-cough. The gasping, strangling fight
for breath gives way to quiet breath
ing and peaceful sleep. Harold Berg,
Mass, Mich., writes :"We give Foley's
Honey and Tar to our children for
croup and it always acts quickly." O.
G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.

o'clock, Visitine members ara cor
Adv.
dially welcome, Jt T. Buhler, Preet
When your rood does not digest dent; Mrs. J. T-- Buhler, Secretary;
well and you feel "blue." tired and C. II, Bally, Treasurer.
Remarkable Cure of Croup
"Last winter when my little boy had
discouraged, you should use a little
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA croup I .got him a bottle of Chamber
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly lain's Cough
bowels, purifies the system and re
Remedy.. I honestly bestores a fine feeling of health and en- Love at O. R. C. hall, on the second lieve it saved his life," writes Mrs.
ergy. Price 50c.
Sold br Central and fourth Tuesdays of each month at J. B. Cook, Indiana, Pa. "It cut the
p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul:
G. phlegm and relieved
Drug Co. Adv.
his coughing
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague. Lo spells
I am most grai-.ffor what
cal Deputy. Visiting members are es- this
CALL FOR BIDS
remedy has done for him." For
Sealed bids or proposals will be pecially welcome and cordially invited. sale by all dealers. Adv.
received at the office of the County
Clerk of Mora County, at Mora, New
Mexico, until noon Monday, Novem
ber 9th, 1914, for the construction of
a
steel bridge over the Sa
MOST
FOR YOUR MONEY
pello river at Watrous. The bridge
to have a width of sixteen feet and
a length of 375 feet.
Plans and specifications may be
seen at the office of the County Clerk
at Mora, New Mexico, or at the office
of George E, Morrison, civil engineer,
at East Las Veeas. New Mryimi.
Copies of plans may be had irom the
engineer on the payment of a fee of
two dollars to cover cost of making
8

GQniHEATiQ7H

five-spa- n

IV O

0D

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

RETAIL PRICES

copies.
All bids must he accompanied by
a bond in the sum of ton per cent
(10 per cent) of the bid with two or
more sufficient sureties thereto,
s

2,000
1,000
200
50

pounds
pounds
pounds
pounds
Less than 50

rest-dent-

of the County of Mora, condi
tioned for the faithful performance of
said bid or, in lieu of such honds. a
check certified to the satisfaction of
the County Commissioners will he
acceptable. The said bridge to be
completed on or before three months
from the date of the contract.
Interest at the rate of six per cent
(6 per cent) will be allowed on all de
ferred payments.
Upon the acceptance of a bid, the
successful bidder will be required to
furnish a bond in the sum of twice
the amount of the hid conditioned for
the faithful performance of the con
tract entered into between the County
Commissioners and euch successful

A

or More, each dllvery
..20c per
to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
25c per
to 1,080 pounds, each delivery
30c per
to 200 pounds, each delivery......,,,. 40c per
50c per
pounds, each delivery

100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

GUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

a
FIND WHAT YOU WANT

AWT

ins

KM
SELL WHAT YOU 03NT WANT

bidder.

The County Commissioners of Mora
County reserve the right to reject any
or all bids if they deem It for th
best interest of the County of Mora
so to do.
THE BOARD OF COUNTY COM
MISSIONERS OF THE COUNTY
OF. MORA. By JOHN GANDERT,
Attest:
TITO

r

com-

at

FOR RENT

Furnished
light housekeeping.

F. A h.

JONES-BOWER-

Wanted

It

A.

A. M.

Best Cough Medicine for Children
"Three years ago when I was living
in Pittsburgh one of my children had
ITnnn

LODGE NO.

O. O. MOOSE
Meets sectnd and
fourth
Thursday
Regular
evening each
munication first aad monih at W. O. W, hall. Visiting
In brothers cordially invited Howard T.
third Thursday
each month. Vlsltlni Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
Mrthers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804 Meets second .and
Pettea. Secretary.
fourth Thursday in O. R C. halt
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Pioneer bunldlng. Vlsitinp members
Reg are cordially invihed Richard Devino,
Syjfi KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
ular conclave second Tues- - G. K; Frank Angel, F. S.
dey in each mcnth at Ma
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. h. m.
MONUMENT CO
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
II Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWER
AL ARCH MASONS Regular convo- - B. A. JONES
iu-b-i
m
envn
cauon
mummy
kj,

"':

Aid-rich- 's

For Rent

.

r

5,

Chairman.
MELENPEZ, Clerk.

Rub a sore throat with BALLARD'S
'LINIMENT. One or two ao- wiil cure it completely.
i iicatlons
Pr.ce 2,o, 50c and $1. ner hrm c,.i,i
lt Coni ral Drug Co. Adv
cr MOW

CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular
thing Is worth

among those who

most

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to
people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
.

h

OTHERS who read and

answer the ad3 in this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used
machinery and
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, musical Instruments.

WANT ADS are Inexpensive, get results and EVERYBODY'S
FIED, Try them.
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anv one of which would
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WHO WOULD NOT BE PLEASED
WITH A BOX OF

delight the most fastidious

tastes. They come in

!

il

EMBOSSED

styles to be engraved with
your name as well as those
suitable for sending without the name.
These cards will be a
greater fad than ever this

OTFe

STATIONERY

can furnish it in white

r colors embossed to
your order in script, wreath
or long initials, in one or two
letter monograms, without
cost for use"of the dies.
All three-lette- r
monograms
are engraved to order and
the die is delivered to yovi
with the stationery. There
is a large variety of designs
and the cost of engraving the
die depends viponlthe style.

year.
The engravers will be
busy filling orders. Therefore to avoid any possible
in getting your cards
i delay
pics
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

paroled, but must remain iu the
United States until the end of the
I. E. Goodkr, Jr., United States war. The German embassy was so
state
Army aviation corps, was perhaps far informed today by the
isxY.y injured and Glenn Martin, another aviator, was seriously hurt today
ir. a fall jf about 40 feet. The acci- 8top Those Early Bronchial Coughs
dent occurred near the army avlatioa
They hang on all winter if not
cemp on North Island, across the bay checked, and pave the way for serious
from San I lego. The two aviators throat and lung diseases. Get a botwere In Martin's machine.
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, and take It freely. Stops
GERMAN OFFICERS HELD
coughs and colds, heals raw lnriamed
5.
Two
Nov.
German
.
throat, loosens the phlegm and Is
Washington,
laxative. Best for children
officers and two men of the crew of mildly
now
at
German
and
the
cruiiser Geier,
grown persons. No opiates. O. G.
Honolulu, who have been held for Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Adv.
eomo time at Sag Francisco, will be
AVIATOR INJURED
San Diego, Calif., Nov. 5. Captain

a

MUTUAL THEATER
Bridge St

First Show Starts at

while not expecting to win by such
a decisive count as formerly, is figuring on winning by a neat margin.
On the other hand the Normals,
UNEXPECTED NATURE
strengthened by the addition of several new men, a,re equally as confiFOURTEENTH PICTURE IN THE dent of reversing the score of the
previous contest. It is. certain that
LUCILLE LOVE SERIES IS
Saturday's
game will be a scrap from
EXCITING
start to finish and whichever way the
Some untxpected developments oc- final score reads there will be no
cur in the fourteenth picture of the lack of action for the spectators on
Lucille Love series, which will be the side lines.
shown tonight only at the Brown theater. The last picture loft Lucille
humbled ip. the eyes of the man she
loved, due to her zeal in endeavoring
A
to protect him and her father. Loubeque, her . enemy, finding that the
girl has stolen some of his valuable
papers," which she needed to shield
her father, orders her released from
jail, where she had been placed by
the police. He informs the officers
that the girl is not the guilty party
and has been arrested by mistake.
Lucille ponders the situation and
comes to the conclusion that
is an enigma, a paradox, returnold?
ing good for evil on a personal basis,
but trying his best to ruin her father.

7; 15

CANDIED CHERRIES

THURSDAY

"The Million Dollar Mystery"
Eighth Episode Thanhouser.

PINEAPPLES

CANDIED

"Zip the Dodger" Keystone.

GLACE FRUITS

ASSORTED

A

GRAND JUNCTION

NEWS

LOCAL

APPLES

CRANBERRIES
NEW MExTcO

North-

SWEET POTATOES

Flowers. Call Greenhouses, Main
Perry Onion, Adv. .

5c

per

pound

;

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

Phone Greenhouse, Main
flowers.
Perry Onion. Adv.

lAtTVER
STARK
STATMAN WINE SAV

JIINKLER
RED
W INTER STEIN
ARTHUR

YORK IMPERIAL.

EVERY APPLE PERFECT
The Best tha.t Color Ado Produces

STEARNS'

Store

:

:

How Norway rJndrcro!
Fat and Fancy

IF

ft

J

Grocer and Baker

guel

BALDWIN

I

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-

3 FOR 50'

IKE- D'AVIS
CASH GROCER

yLx

FIBER. FURNITURE
FOR INTERIOR USE
-

We have just received some very fine chairs and rockers In
.
brown finished fiber.
Some are upholstered In tapestry and creton and are made up"
In very attractive designs
Come in, look them over and get our
prices no trouble to show you them. You will not be
to

buy.

urged

HUGO
We have for your inspection the flnesrt line of Rugs
Vegas at prices you can afford to pay.
SEE OUR WINDOW

Las

In

DISPLAY

PAGE FURNITURE & UNDERTAKING CO.
511 Sixth St.

Phone Vegas 114

FINEST EQUIPMENT

IN NEW MEXICO.

MODERATE

PRICES

ZEISS

Tho Lie:!cm Woman
wis

C, v

t '"WiSjk

knows there Is no economy In
Inferior food materials. In flour
particularly she kuows the best
Is the cheapest That Is why so
many up to the times women
use our flour exclusively. A
trial will tell you why In unmistakable terms. Order a sack today.;
Ask your grocer
Quill Flour.

But

Stern and Nahniand the Ilfeld com
pany are loading sheep at Arriba.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged They expect to ship a. train of about
in wood. Direct from the distillery to 25 cars loaded with the animals.
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Several trainloads of coal have been
The road commissioners announce passing through Las Vegas this wee'i,
that the stretch of road above the Ar- b.mnd for Mexico. The coal is desriba stock yards Is being put in good tined for the use of 'General Villa's
shape. This piece of road was in bad forces.
condition.
The engagement of Edith Weil of
Ocate
and Isidor Bernheim of Pueblo,
Call up Main 276 for flowers; Perry
has
been announced!, No defiCojo.,
Adv.
Onion Greenhouses,
,.'..
nite date has been set for the wedding, but it Is thought that it will oc.1. A. Davis,
who has rented the cur in
the spring. Miss Weil has sevSuhr ranch on the mesa is planning
eral relatives in Las Vegas.
on moving into town for the winter
Mr. Davis expects
with his family.
The eer hunters have been disapto make the change on-- . Monday.
pointed this year on account of the extreme dryness of the weather. As yet
Regular communication Chapman few deer have been
killed, and, inaslodge No. 2, A. F. and A. M, tonight much as the season
on Novemcloses
a l 7:30.
Work In M. M. degree, fol ber
15, indications are not ' many of
memto
lowed by banquet
the animals will fall before the guns
bers. All members and visitors urg
of the local sportsmen.
ed to ho present.
.

Services in Temple Montefiore,
which have been held at 7:30 o'clock
on each Friday eevning during the past
several months, will be held hereafter
at 8 o'clock. All members of the con
gregation are asked to take notice fit
the change.
. .

Invitation j have been issued for tho
wedding of Amelia Lu.ian of this city
and Arthur Carl Wagner of Montoya.
The ceremony will take place at the
Church of Our Lady of Sorrows ou
November 7. Amelia Lujan is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sabino Lu
jan of Las Vegas.

1

.

for

Pure

strong and conser-

ESTABLISHED 1876

MYSTERY"

TONIGHT

Member U. S., Federal Reserve Bank
"WILES OF A WOMAN" IS THE
TITLE OF THE EIGHTH
INSTALLMENT

"The Wiles of a Woman," the
eighth episode in "The Million Dollar
Mystery," will be shown tonight only
at the Mutual theater on Bridge street.
Following is a synopsis;
The conspirators determine to eet
rid of Norton, who is too active against
them. They carry out several dastardly schemes, all of which fail. Finally in desperation they decide to
throw him through a man-holand
let him drown in the sewer. Their
plan progresses successfully.
He is
thrown through the man-holbut
fate, playing his side of the battle,
brings about his rescue after a terri
ble struggle for life in the darkness of
the sewer, The countess says he bear
a charmed life. They decide that to
estrange Florence and Norton, who
are secretly engaged, will helm them.
Braine and the countess form a
shrewd plan which the countess artfully carries out whereby; Florence is
ucucviug ionon raise
to her and she flees from the count
ess' apartment in
grief.

Don't run around your kitchen all

You now carry things froni your
pantry and cupboards to your
kitchen table, and back again
at every meal. You walk miles,
and at night you are worn out.
The Hoosier Cabinet saves all
this walking; pns your whole
kitchen at fingers' ends, and enables you to sit down at work.
It has 40
features
17 of which are new
Yet,
through its enormous sale the
price has not been raised You

e

heart-broke-

labor-savin-

can buy a Hoosier Cabinet to morrow at less price than you
would pay for a common cup board cabinet. Why not do it?

J. C. JOHNSEN

Las Vegas Roller Mills

All&e Home Of

Hie Best

WHEN

IT

BEST.

WB SELL AS CLOSB AS

COMES TTO QUALITY

THE QUALITY.

Of

LV

Everyllng Eslsble
WE HAVE

MEATS

ACCORDING

POSSIBLE,

TO PROVE IT, TRY IT.

TUB
TO

;

GHMF

I

II4YWARD

CO.

STORE

SON

n

Emile Clement has installed a haml-somnew cigar case of the latest
in his curio store. The case
opf'ns in front, allowing the customer
tj make his selections from the box-;It is much more convenient both
for dealer and purchaser than the old
style cigar case.

e

The case of Crescendo Martinez,
wbo was granted a continuance last BOTH TEAMS CONFIDENT
week came up for trial today before
Police Judge Murray at the city hall.
OF WINNING THE GJME
Crescendo Martinez was arrested
some time ago by Alejandro Martinez
and was charged with stealing six FOOTBALL
CONTEST
BETWEEN
Y. minu NORMAL WILL BE
sheep from Bacharach brothers. Tho
case was on trial at 4 o'clock today.
FAST EVENT
The public was so pleased with the
performance of the school children at
Late this afternoon the Normal
The senior class of the New Mexico
the Duncan opera house laBt night, 'Normal
athletic
director informed the v M r
is
University
contemplating
that Mrs. Charles Kohn, the director, the
giving of a large statue of Abra A., that he had been obliged to call
is being urge to give a matinee per
ham Lincoln to the school this year. off the game with the Y., which was
formance on Saturday afternoon. The
Ihe class has a large amount of scheduled for Saturday. The Y. M.
matter is being given serious considC. A. bunch is a little
wrathy over this
icouit, UL 111.3
j
eration and definite announcement is
pmys it gave in June, last. Mr. Feiiv outcome Qf their strenuous practice.
tomorrow.
expected
Martinez of El Paso has promised the j It is said the Normal coach took this
school a companion staUite of George means of punishing his souarl for fail.
The meeting held by the ladies of
lire to practice regularly.
the Sisterhood and the Benevolent so- Washington.
ciety which took place at the Hotel
AUTO STAGE
Tne T: M;
A football squad was
Rcmaine yesterday was well attended. ,.
Automobile stage line to Mora tri put through' a 'fast 40 minute
signal
Several interesting Items were discusweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat practice In the gymnasium Tuesday
sed. Dr. Landau addressed the meeturday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a. evening in preparation for the game
ing and made some helpful suggesm., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave with the State Normal team, schedultions as to the work to be carried on
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p. ed for Saturday afternoon at Amuseduring the ensuing year.
m Fare for round trip, ?5; one way, ment park. This afternoon the first,
$3. Round trip tickets good for one outdoor practice was held and
The' report of Miss Bessie Cooley,
Friday
evening the coach will put the team
librarian at the' Carnegie library, for week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
through its formations for the last
the month of October, shows that
time.
PLEADS NOT GUILTY
people availed themselves of the
The loss of Crtmm and Donaldson
New York, Nov. 5. William Rocke-felleaccommodations of the institution!
at tackles is still causing the
Standard
Oil
coach a
Seven hundred and eleven books were
deal of trouble, and the probgreat
in
criminal
the
branch
appeared
today
loaned to patrons and 27 new cards
of the United States district court and lem has not been satisfactorily solved.
were issued. Twelve new books were
entered a plea of not guilty to the in It Is certain that Crlmm's place at left
purchased. The number of monthlv dictment
charging him with conspiracy tackle will have to be filled by a
magazines on file is 18, while there in connection
with his acts as a for lighter man, and no satisfactory canare five weekly periodicals and five
mer director of the New York, New didate has been located "to fill tne
daily papers on the files. The library, Haven and Hartford
company. He gap left by Donaldson, the Normal
as Is customary in the winter months,
was ulaced under $5,0CKI bonds to In coach, who will not line-uagainst
is enjoying a heavy patronage.
his protegees in this second game be
sure his appearance for trial.
tween the two teams.
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
However, the Y. crowd is optimistic
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
over the outcome of the
Carriage out Saturday morning.
game, and
Leave orders at Murphey'g. Adv.
PIANO for rent, 417 Eighth street.
s.

TIOES

m

SEETHE1915 GREAT MAJESTIC
DTEEL RAfJGE
JUST RECEIVED
MAIN

379

Non-Ski- n

ALL W01K DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PEIiFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
HOE

SOMETHING

Wm. Ilfeld
:,Ludwig
Hardware and Furniture.

Everything

In

Clean

1

Next to Erldge,

l77YT77Q

or Dye
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Robert J. Taupert of the San Micounty road commission announces that a force of men has been
put to work on the thoroughfares
around Antonchlco.
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The Y. squad has been taking on
some new formations and passes and
will spring something new In the way
of football surprises, according to the
prediction of its coach. The passing
game will be used to a large extent,
and a nifty set of shifts and formations has been devised especially to
baffle the Normal defense.
The main, contest will be called at
3 o'clock and will ha
preceded by a
preliminary between the Normal and
High school freshmen elevens.
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Cutler Brothers, Insurance.
west corner of Plaza. Adv.
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